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LIVE EXAM PAPER 
DISCUSSION



IDIOMS & PHRASES



Q1. In the following question, out of the four

alternatives, select the alternative which best

expresses the meaning of the idiom/phrase.

A moot point

(a) Agreeable

(b) Disputed

(c) Unclear

(d) Unknown

Answer: (b) Disputed



Q2. In the following question, out of the four

alternatives, select the alternative which best

expresses the meaning of the idiom/phrase.

To go through fire and water

(a) To scold someone

(b) To experience many dangers in order to

achieve something

(c) To act without restraints

(d) Something which hurts
Answer: (b) To

experience many

dangers in order to

achieve something



Q3. In the following question, out of the four

alternatives, select the alternative which best

expresses the meaning of the idiom/phrase.

Chicken-hearted

(a) Coward

(b) Short tempered

(c) Composed

(d) Bold

Answer: Coward



Q4. In the following question, out of the four

alternatives, select the alternative which best

expresses the meaning of the idiom/phrase.

Mealy-mouthed

(a) Ill-tempered

(b) Soft-spoken

(c) Enthusiastic

(d) Afraid to speak frankly

Answer: (d) Afraid to speak

frankly



Q5. In the following question, out of the four

alternatives, select the alternative which best

expresses the meaning of the idiom/phrase.

Red letter day

(a) Starting day

(b) Holiday

(c) Significant day

(d) Ending day

Answer: (c) Significant day



MISCELLANEOUS QUESTIONS



Q6. We must join hands and stop corruption

which is posing ______ in the development of

India.

1) tolerance

2) radiance

3) hindrance

4) relevance

Answer: hindrance



Q7. In the following question, out of the given

four alternatives, select the one which best

expresses the meaning of the given word.

Sustenance

1) Extras

2) Injury

3) Aid

4) Blockage

Answer: Aid



Q8. In the following question, out of the given

four alternatives, select the one which best

expresses the meaning of the given word.

Conscientious

1) Concentrated

2) Honest

3) Scientific

4) False

Answer: Honest



Q9. In the following question, out of the given

four alternatives, select the one which is

opposite in meaning of the given word.

Resolute

1) Agreeable

2) Determined

3) Constant

4) Faithful

Answer: Agreeable



Q10. In the following question, out of the given

four alternatives, select the one which is

opposite in meaning of the given word.

Nefarious

1) Evil

2) Pleasing

3) Rotten

4) Infernal

Answer: Pleasing



Q11. Rearrange the parts of the

sentence in correct order.

Today India looks

P : to be on course

Q : of developed nations

R : to join the league

1) PRQ 2) QRP 3) RPQ 4) PQR

Answer: PRQ



Q12. Select the one which best expresses the

same sentence in Passive/Active Voice.

Lily was making a fort.

1) Lily made a fort.

2) A fort was being made by Lily.

3) A fort made by Lily.

4) A fort got made by Lily.

Answer: A fort was being made by Lily.



Q13. select the one which best expresses the same

sentence in Indirect/Direct Speech.

Sita said, “Will he listen to such a man?”

1) Sita said would we listen to such a man.

2) Sita ask if he would listen to such a man.

3) Sita said would I listen to such a man.

4) Sita asked whether he would listen to such a

man.

Answer: Sita asked whether he would listen to such a man.



Q14. Select the correctly spelt word.

1) Irresistable

2) Irresistible

3) Iresistible

4) Iresistable

Answer: 2) Irresistible



Q15. select the alternative which best expresses

the meaning of the idiom/phrase.

Be in two minds

1) Behave smart at sometime and stupid at

other.

2) Unable to decide.

3) Having a split personality disorder.

4) Trying to do two things at the same time.

Answer: Unable to decide.



Q16. Identify the segment in the sentence which

contains the grammatical error.

A large section of a hotel under construction

collapse in New Delhi last Saturday.

1. A large section of a hotel

2. collapse in New Orleans

3. last Saturday

4. under construction

Solution : 2

replace collapse with collapsed



Q17. Select the most appropriate

synonym of the given word.

ADEQUATE

1. sufficient

2. unfit

3. inept

4. meagre

Solution : 1. sufficient



Q18. Select the most appropriate

ANTONYM of the given word.

INTENTIONAL

1. voluntary

2. accidental

3. designed

4. calculated

Solution : 2. accidental



Q19. Select the most appropriate word to fill

in the blank.

This is the boy ______ is going to IIT, Delhi.

1. which

2. whom

3. who

4. that

Solution : 3. who



Q20. Select the most appropriate word to fill in the

blank.

We haven't been to Mumbai ______ almost ten years.

1. for

2. from

3. to

4. since

Solution : 1. for



Q21. The authorities are looked on the matter.

1. are looking on the matter

2. are looking into the matter

3. are looked into the matter

4. No substitution

Solution : 2. are looking into the 

matter



Q22. Select the INCORRECTLY spelt word.

1. jumble

2. jovial

3. journy

4. junior

Solution : 3. journey



Q23. Select the most appropriate

ANTONYM of the given word.

ENRAGED

1. livid

2. aggravated

3. pleased

4. infuriated

Solution : 3. pleased



Q24. Select the most appropriate word to fill in the blank.

He obtained 80% marks in Science in High School. He has

qualified ______ the science stream in plus two.

1. for

2. at

3. to

4. in

Solution : 1. for



Q25. Select the INCORRECTLY spelt word.

1. redius

2. realm

3. resemble

4. reliable

Solution : 1. radius



Q26. Select the most appropriate word to fill in the

blank.

Milk is ______ than any other food.

1. more nourishing

2. nourishing

3. most nourishing

4. as nourishing

Solution : 1. more nourishing



Q27. I couldn't got some sleep because the people

in the next room were talking very loudly.

1. couldn't get some sleep

2. couldn't got any sleep

3. No substitution

4. couldn't get any sleep

Solution : 4. couldn't get any sleep



Q28. Select the INCORRECTLY spelt word.

1. mysterious

2. ridiculous

3. mischivious

4. humorous

Solution : 3. mischievous





The tree was uprooted by the storm

last evening, isn't it?

1. didn't it

2. wasn't it

3. was it

4. No substitution

HOME WORK






